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Abstract 
The article deals with reception of the poem by J. Prévert Breakfast by the students of 12 to 19 years of age (240 respondents) 
and their ability to interpret it without an intervention by their teacher. Their reception of the poem was examined by the 
semantic differential method and from the point of view of three factors: comprehensibility, evaluation and impressiveness. 
Afterwards selected students of 15 to 16 years of age (10 respondents) interpreted this poem in a focus group without 
significant interference from teachers. The semantic differential assessment of the poem shows females scoring higher in the 
factor of comprehensibility than males. The interpretation of the factor of comprehensibility does not show that males would 
understand the text of the poem less well than females. An important item is the identification of the female students with the 
depicted female figure and a deep intuitive understanding of her situation. And this inner understanding is reflected in the 
high score in the factor of evaluation. The method of a focus group has proved that students are sufficiently motivated to 
interpret the text of the poem without an external intervention by the teacher. Within the focus groups there was a pleasant 
atmosphere and the students accepted different ideas which enhanced their own interpretations and broadened their own 
perspective. 
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1. Introduction 
Literary interpretation is a key activity implemented in literary education. It may seem that the most important 
task is to understand the contents of a literary text. The first approach may confirm this view. We start with what 
we perceive, who and how acts, with what intent and what goals they want to achieve. However, we must not 
persevere at this level of comprehension. Important considerations follow focusing on the genre of the literary 
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work which are always related to the objective and the overall tone of the text the author wants to achieve. There 
are further references to formal linguistic elements of literary expression, to its rhythmic, compositional, poetic 
and versological form. All these differently analysed facets of interpretation help evaluate the quality of artistic 
production and distinguish whether the presented and analysed literary work is valuable or whether in terms of its 
form and intent belongs to the decadent, substandard literary production. 
An interpretation of a literary work is not complete if the interpreter misses the most important component, the 
final action of the impact of the text, if he does not seek to express its meaning. The meaning of a literary work is 
not a measurable quantity and although it is based on all available analyses, it is superior to them. Everybody 
who aims to find the meaning of a literary work be it today or half a century ago, perceives a work of art in a 
similar way. Each generation has, however, slightly different cultural, social and artistic priorities typical for the 
times they live in. 
When teaching the interpretation of a literary text in literary education it often happens that teachers require 
the answers that resonate with their conception of the text (Bariaková, Gálisová, Vanþíková, 2012). They do not 
care about how the students themselves perceive the text from the viewpoint of their personal maturity, culture, 
associations, etc., making them afraid of providing wrong answers. 
This article will discuss how students perceive the poem by J. Prévert  Breakfast and to what extent they are 
able to interpret it without an outside intervention of the teacher 
2. Research methods 
Despite the contradictory relation between school and intimacy, the conducted research tries to get an insight 
into the student reception of poetry with the following research methods: the semantic differential (SD) and focus 
group. The research by the semantic differential aims to find out how students of 12-19 years of age (240 
respondents) perceive various kinds of poetry and give their interpretations. An assessment scale of SD modified 
and verified by factor analysis, enables to monitor the feelings of the readers – respondents – from the point of 
view of three factors: comprehensibility, evaluation and impressiveness (Vala, 2011).  
An interesting insight into the ways of interpretation of the selected poems is shown by the transcript of the 
recording that was made among the students (15-16 years of age) at a selected secondary comprehensive school 
by the focus group method. This method enables to obtain the data using group interactions that emerge and 
develop in the discussion on a given topic (Morgan, 1997). We monitored the extent to which the students were 
able to get close to the meanings of the poetic text during the group interactions. 
3. The poem Breakfast and its focus group interpretation 
J. Prévert – Breakfast 
He put coffee 
In the cup  
He put cream  
In the cup of coffee 
He put sugar 
In the coffee cup 
With the little spoon 
He stirred it up 
He tried a sip 
He put back the cup 
He never spoke 
He lit 
A cigarette 
He made rings  
Of the smoke 
He put the ashes 
In the ash tray 
Without talking to me 
Without taking note 
He stood up 
He put 
His hat on his head 
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He put on his raincoat 
Because it was a rainy day 
And he went away 
Without a word 
Without a glance aside 
And me I laid 
My head in my hands 
And I cried 
At first sight the poem is intriguing with its extraordinary disproportion between the length of the text devoted 
to the description – which is especially for the French so trivial, yet quite ceremonial and almost ritualistic- 
activity, such as drinking coffee, and a laconic expression of disappointment and sadness in the last three verses 
of the more than thirty verse long poem. If we interpret this disparity numerically we arrive at the result 28:3. 
Formally, the poem is very simple, basically non-poetic, avoiding any poetry resources. It is a prosaic text 
phrased and segmented into verses, without punctuation and always with a capital letter at the beginning. The 
first 28 verses are a description, a mere description of a situation. The remaining three verses are a personal 
testimony of disappointment, grief and sadness. The first verse shows the object, the second subject, the first a 
man, the second a woman. That's all we know. We do not know anything else about them, not even whether they 
belong to each other. We do not know who is that man and who is that woman, nothing explains the cause of the 
disharmony and heterogeneity, and that's the point. Something is happening that may be irrelevant but  it may 
also indicate or include absolutely everything! 
Anyone can substitute anything within the text, so there is an extraordinary space available, not as much for 
our imagination as for the identification with the situation. We have a poem – a cloze test, each of us can place 
oneself into this simple sketch as a husband or wife, with our concrete lives, worries, fears and hardship. We 
should notice that the scene is remarkably mundane, hundreds and thousands scenes like that are happening today 
and every day appearing simple from the outside, until we fill them with our own content. But the author is not an 
unbiased observer, he accepts the role of the woman, accepts her vision of the world, and so he takes on her pain, 
regret and nostalgia, whatever their sources are. 
The recording of the discussion within the focus groups was made in January 2013, there were 10 students of 
the 15-16 years of age (6 girls and 4 boys). All students are participants of an optional literary seminar. The 
presenter of the discussion was their teacher of literature; she had suggested specific topics to which students 
reacted. The task of the presenter was to stay in the background and offer only a subtle guidance and 
encouragement to ensure A smooth progress of discussion. Later the discussion was transcribed: 
• Jindra – At first sight to poem just seems to describe how the day begins for many people practically 
worldwide. But when we read the poem to the end we actually realize that it's probably from the perspective of a 
wife or girlfriend of the man who drank the coffee. The woman had watched the man until he got his coat and 
walked away. There's such a feeling of despair, she does not seem to know what to do. 
• Barbara: I have got the feeling it's about a couple who are together just because they are together and that 
the woman would like to do something about it and she does nothing and just cries. 
• Alice: It seems to me it might be about young people, that the woman cares about him very much and hopes 
he will stay. In spite of that he left without a word, without looking at her, simply got up and left. And she cares 
about him a lot more than it seems, and more than he can guess. 
• Veronika: I think it is a poem about a man who lives his own life and does not notice the people around him. 
• Ondra: The woman was just watching him, his every single action and was waiting for what was coming. It 
was slow, the actions, she observed them one by one. 
• Eva: She hoped that he would do something she would like, what would make her happy. But he just got up 
and left. 
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• Philip: I believe as well that the woman was just watching everything, maybe it was the morning after a 
quarrel, and she wanted him to say something, talk to her, and he did not and just left. 
• Catherine: It is as if the two people had been together, but the woman cheated on him and she is waiting for 
what the man has to say. If he starts screaming or if he forgives her. But he said nothing and left, and that was it. 
Without a single look. He did not even look at her.
• Veronika: But if it was like that, they might not have known each other too well otherwise he would have 
told her it was the end and she wouldn´t have worried more than it was necessary. He left without a word, 
without looking at her. And it's the most painful thing... 
• Jindra: Maybe they had a fight. She obviously likes him, but he does not seek reconciliation. He seems to 
provoke her: lighting up, blowing smoke rings, he wants to show her who is the master of the situation, he can do 
what he wants to do. 
• Michael: Since the beginning of the poem, when I started reading, I felt a sort of tension, some expectation, 
much of it had culminated in those briefly described activities, in a single line. And at the end it was as if the 
expectation had vanished. It seemed to me as if those activities escalated the fact that two people did not talk ... 
the activities emphasized the continuing silence. 
• Tereza: I think something completely different. It's a long-term scenario for me, what is happening there 
every morning. They are repeating the same activity. She likes him, he does not like her, but he does not know 
how to say it, so he just prefers to say nothing at all. 
• Barbara: It could be the exact opposite to what Katka said. Maybe he cheated on her, she wants him to say 
something, she still loves him. And he is not sure which of these two women he should choose, so he remains 
silent. 
• Veronika: When I read: She laid her head in her hands and wept, and when I think of what had happened 
before, so again I think she might have done something wrong and she hopes he will not blame her. And her 
crying is basically a sort of relief, it's better for her than if he had been screaming and yelling. But it will be 
destructive for her in the long term. 
• Philip: The rain helps create an atmosphere of sadness. If he walked out into the sunny day, it would be in 
contrast with the poems, it would make it much lighter… 
• Ondra: It symbolizes that he left for something worse than what he had left behind. Maybe he is leaving his 
mistress and goes to his wife he does not like at all. 
• Alice: He wants to leave her in spite of the rain. He is leaving in spite of the rain, in spite of everything. 
• Veronika: He has a storm within himself as well, but he is sad, the rain symbolizes his tears. He may see the 
rain as something washing off his guilt, but she is not aware of it. 
The previous interpretation of the poem Breakfast suggested that this is a poem – a Cloze test,  in which each 
of the readers can feel like the actors, a man and a woman, replacing them with their own lives, worries, fears and 
hardship. The poem is based heavily on the communication with the readers due to the applied principle of 
indefiniteness enabling them to co-create the poem. It was interesting to listen to the students in the focus group 
and watch how they complete this poem with their experience, associations and ideas. 
The students represent a wide array of possible perspectives on the poem, empathically perceiving the depicted 
situation and attributing various reasons to it. One school of opinions revolves around a possible infidelity of one 
of the partners, a point of view which is emotionally closer to the students than a possible emotional emptiness 
between the two actors which represents the second and more mature view (Tereza). Jindra interestingly talks 
about a man who uses his behaviour to show his superiority. Michal pays a close attention to the entire gradation 
of the depicted situation and especially to the present all-pervasive silence. Students' attention is drawn to the 
overall atmosphere of sadness completed by the crying woman and accentuated by the rain the man walks into. 
The reactions of students shows clearly that there is an understandable tendency to interpret the text according to 
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their own associations and paste it into what is closer to their present conditions, according to what affects their 
lives more directly. It is more difficult for them to imagine the emptiness of the relationship which is monotonous 
and governed by inertia. 
4. Results of the reception of the poem Breakfast by the semantic differential method
To verify the identity of the factor scales, the factor analysis (a principal component method, normalized 
varimax) was used. The results show that the scales 16, 17 and 18 do not have in the impressiveness factor a 
sufficient factorial saturation charge, therefore they were avoided in further calculations. The results of the 
assessment of this poem by the semantic differential are included in the following tables each of which focuses 
on a comparison of two categories of the respondents. The higher the average semantic differential is, the better 
the poem factor is received by the respondents. For the verification of the statistical significance of their 
differences the student's t-test at the significance level of 0.05 was used. If in the column p (significance 
difference) there is a value of less than 0.05, the differences may be considered as statistically significant. 
Table 1: Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. students‘ age 
Factor 
Group 1:  age 12-13  
Group 2:  age 14-15  
Average 
Group 1 
Average 
 Group 2 
t df p Number 
Group 1
Number 
Group 2
Comprehensibility 4,201190 4,284615 -0,29523 133 0,768280 70 65 
 Evaluation 3,833333 3,728205 0,40311 133 0,687511 70 65 
Impressiveness 3,800000 4,410256 -2,60246 133 0,010305 70 65 
t = test statistics 
df = number of degrees of freedom 
p = significance of the difference between groups of respondents at the significance level of Į = 0,05
Table 2: Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. kind of school 
Factor 
Group 1:  secondary school (age 17–18) 
Group 2:  elementary school (age 12–15)  
Average 
Group 1 
Average 
 Group 2 
t df p Number 
Group 1
Number 
Group 2
Comprehensibility 5,453526 4,241358 6,23023 237 0,000000 104 135 
Evaluation 3,814744 3,782716 0,16341 237 0,870335 104 135 
Impressiveness 3,461538 4,093827 -3,40769 237 0,000770 104 135 
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Table 3: Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. gender 
Factor 
Group 1: Female 
Group 2:  Male 
Average 
female 
Average 
male t df p 
Number 
female 
Number 
male 
Comprehensibility 5,194969 4,429198 3,763615 237 0,000211 106 133 
Evaluation 4,129560 3,531328 3,120608 237 0,002029 106 133 
Impressiveness 3,751572 3,872180 -0,636502 237 0,525064 106 133 
Table 4:  Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. read / do not read fiction 
Factor 
Group 1: read 
Group 2:  do not read 
Average 
Group 1 
Average 
 Group 2 
t df p Number 
Group 1
Number 
Group 2
Comprehensibility 4,968750 4,419540 2,574736 237 0,010640 152 87 
Evaluation 3,897149 3,621073 1,372387 237 0,171240 152 87 
Impressiveness 3,774123 3,896552 -0,625745 237 0,532084 152 87 
  
Table 5:  Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. read / do not read poetry 
Factor 
Group 1: read poetry 
Group 2:  do not read poetry 
Average 
Group 1 
Average 
 Group 2 
t df p Number 
Group 1
Number 
Group 2
Comprehensibility 4,630435 4,825000 -0,848585 237 0,396968 69 170 
Evaluation 4,054106 3,692157 1,698127 237 0,090796 69 170 
Impressiveness 3,845411 3,807843 0,180703 237 0,856755 69 170 
Table 6: Assessing the poem Breakfast vs. field of study - natural sciences / humanities
Factor 
Group 1:  humanities 
Group 2:  natural science 
Average 
Group 1 
Average 
 Group 2 
t df p Number 
Group 1
Number 
Group 2
Comprehensibility 4,966374 4,588667 1,82565 237 0,069161 114 125 
Evaluation 3,842982 3,754400 0,45550 237 0,649164 114 125 
Impressiveness 3,567251 4,048000 -2,58424 237 0,010359 114 125 
The most interesting results are highlighted below:
• The impressiveness factor is interesting when the results are compared across the age categories. This 
poem was considered emotionally compelling by the students of 14 to 15 years of age, it may reflect 
their current experience and ideas concerning the relationships between a man and a woman. The 
imaginary curve represents this age category in the factor impressiveness at the very top (4,4), there is a 
steep decline (3.4)  in the category of the older respondents (17-18 years) since the image of the 
emptiness in relationship does not seem to be for them either original or effective. They easily 
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understand the poem itself as well as the depicted situation – their factor score of comprehensibility is 
statistically higher than in the case of the younger elementary school students (12-15 years). 
• A significantly higher score in the factor of comprehensibility and evaluation is shown by the female 
students. If this result is interpreted, it does not mean that the men are not able to understand the text of 
the poem so well. An important role is played by the identification of the students with the female actor 
and a deep intuitive understanding of her situation. This deeper level of understanding is reflected in the 
high score in the evaluation factor. 
• The difference in the reception of the poem by the students who read and non-readers is in the case of 
this poem reflected only in the factor of comprehensibility. Because of the simplicity of the text the 
attitude of the non-readers is largely due to a low self-esteem associated with the lack of their reading. In 
other factors, the results are similar. 
• The difference between the students of humanities and science is reflected in the impact factor. Science 
oriented students consider the poem as a more impressive one appreciating in the spirit of their thinking 
its clarity and directness. 
5. Conclusions 
The method of focus groups has proved that in the case of some poems sufficiently motivated students are able 
to interpret the text without an external intervention by their teacher. Within the focus group there was a pleasant 
atmosphere with the students mutually accepting their different ideas and interpretatively moving beyond the 
borders they would not have otherwise reached themselves. At the same time, we realize that the group dynamics 
may function as a negative influence as well- there would be a risk of danger when working with the whole class, 
with non-motivated students, etc. In such an environment the respondents would be afraid to express their 
innermost mind not to be subjected to ridicule. 
The analysis of the reception of the poem Breakfast by the semantic differential method showed that this type 
of poetry appeals primarily to female readers who can identify themselves with the heroine. At the same time it is 
also open to the students who do not read too much, the poem can therefore be used in literary education to break 
down the prejudices against obscurity, detachment and elitism of poetry. 
  
The research was conducted under the auspices of the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic (GA CR) – project 
P407/11/0594.
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